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ANA 2016: Study into
Media Transparency
ECI welcomes the clearing of the air.
We now have a clearer understanding
of the Global Rebate Equation, with the
arrival of the K2 Report in the US:
“An Independent Study of Media
Transparency in the US Advertising Industry”
Internationally, we at ECI Media Management have been advising clients for many
years around managing their agency relationships. Specifically, we have honed in on
how to get the best out of those relationships, especially given that many Agencies
have switched from generating revenue
from fees and commission to one that
makes a margin via rebates, Agency Volume
Bonus (AVB), additional payments; markups, phantom services, and the like.
Agencies, 20-25 years ago, relied on
commissions of around 15 percent. These
delivered good margins, but agencies’
business models have had to develop as
competition has driven their fees progressively below three percent. These have
now settled at around one to two percent.
The ANA-commissioned report from K2,
published on June 7, has now completed
the circle and established, via a circuitous
interview process, how a wide range of
transactional techniques have developed.
We have seen how agencies have maintained and improved margins in the past 10
to 15 years, despite declared fees nosediving: through non-fee sources, many of
which call into question agencies’ loyalties.
ECI has operated internationally with
some evidence and knowledge of how

rebates and the like operate, but now that
US practices have been clearly implicated
by K2’s Report, we have a clearer and
more substantiated picture of all of the
various techniques that have been developed around the rest of the world.
These include typically :
1. Extensive manipulation:

Extensive manipulation and involvement
of affiliated companies; of holding companies and (often cited in the K2 Report) of
“Foreign” entities.
2. Typical techniques include, but not
exhaustively:

·· Straightforward AVBs
·· Mark-ups
·· Phantom research contracts to enable a
side payment to be exchanged
·· Agency trading desks
·· Programmatic
·· Free space sell-ons
·· Anything-but-transparent space or spot
pricing linked direct to the actual vendor cost.
3. The list of techniques employed by
agencies to create extra margins is very,
very long:

·· Margin differences are cited at many
levels and for many media buying
techniques.
·· Simply put, figures mentioned and
quoted include very high margin differences: 20 to 30 percent for this
technique or up to 90 percent margin
gap for that technique.
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One thing is for sure: margin
enhancement in the various adopted
Media Transactional approaches can be
significant. It is wide-spread in its range
and use.
We at ECI are acquainted and familiar
with such practices internationally.
Now the bottom line is that K2 has
substantiated these conclusions and
formalised our global knowledge of the
Media Buying equation. Even in the US,
agencies are fully engaged in margin
enhancement. It hardly matters that the
term “rebate” is used. Clients simply need
to know that “rebate” means that if they
pay an agency $100 for a piece of media
inventory they may well be “sold”, by that
agency: in net terms, the agency only paid

$70, $60 or $50—or even far less for
that media inventory. It all depends on the
media buying circumstances.
A welcome report

This report is very welcome. Although it
is long and does indulge in quoting an
extended series of anonymised conversations, it does convey a level of authority. It
could be that all 143 interviews from 150
sources were all part of a grand deception. But very few will believe that and it is
highly unlikely, especially given that media
audit companies and others have suspected such practices for years.
The evidence is just too compelling that
the US is very much part of the Global
Media Margin Game.

What can clients do
about this situation?
1. Wise-up to the true scale of the Global
Media Buying Business model. The US is
at the heart of it all!
2. Ensure that Client/Agency MSA contracts allow full transactional audit insight
(even at a holding company level).
3. Appreciate that agencies genuinely are
top negotiators, but that those negotiation
benefits must accrue also to clients in a
more balanced way.
4. Look at the fee base and question
whether ANY agency fee is appropriate and then look for more forensic and
improved insights, perhaps to secure a
transparent share of the rebates.

5. Monitor and benchmark your media
performance with clearly defined Cost
and Quality KPIs linked to your marketing
objectives; there is nothing more expensive than buying the wrong strategy.
Much needed scrutiny

Agencies are not inherently bad businesses. They have, through necessity,
developed varied and opaque ways to
generate profits. However, the evidence
that we now have in the Full Global
Equation, shows that margin enhancement needs much more scrutiny. The
best way to do this is via a comprehensive audit, with a focus on both
Performance and Financial Compliance.
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About ECI
The digital landscape is changing; your
media management strategy needs to
change with it. But change can be a
force for good: ECI, the market’s fastest
growing global media management
company, can help you make your media
budget generate higher value, harnessing
these changes.
Ours is a new breed of media auditing
and performance management company,
and we are leading the charge when it
comes sophisticated media benchmarking
services, delivering higher value, and
making a medialed impact. Our approach
to digital media is forensic and fact based,
and we make use of world-class talent
and proprietary technology to maximize
your firm’s digital impact.

Today’s dynamic and fastpaced media
landscape requires datadriven decision
making, global experience and a firm
grasp of innovative technologies.
ECI offers all of these things, and more,
from media auditing to KPI setting and
management, and pitch consulting.
We operate across the Americas,
Europe and Asia. Our clients are some
of the world’s largest advertisers, and our
network of owned offices and leading
affiliates support them through high
level media intelligence and rigorous
benchmarking. Ultimately, we provide
the insight, experience, and savvy that
assists our clients in making sure that
their advertising expenditure and agency
relationships generate higher value.
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